Insulin resistance and cancer: epidemiological evidence
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Abstract

Epidemiological research into insulin resistance has focused on excess body weight, type 2 diabetes mellitus (DM), physical activity, and coffee consumption. These common modifiable factors have also been suggested to play a role in the process of carcinogenesis via associations with insulin resistance. Findings of systematic literature reviews and meta-analyses have generally supported an association between excess body weight and DM with an increased risk of colon cancer in males, and of liver, pancreatic, and endometrial cancers. Inverse relationships between these cancers and physical activity and coffee consumption have been shown, both of which are known to reduce the risk of DM. Interventions directed at or involving these variables should contribute to decreasing the risk of insulin resistance-associated cancer.

Introduction

A substantial body of epidemiological evidence over recent decades has suggested a positive link between excess body weight and type 2 diabetes mellitus (DM) and many types of cancer. Studies have also suggested an inverse association between these cancers and physical activity and coffee consumption, both of which are suggested to decrease the risk of DM. These findings share the common keyword ‘insulin resistance’, and each factor plays a role in the carcinogenic process via this condition (Tsugane & Inoue 2010). Various recent systematic reviews and meta-analyses have helped establish the quantitative evaluation of these associations. Here, we review epidemiological evidence for the association between factors involved in insulin resistance and cancer risk, with a focus on the four factors commonly targeted in epidemiological research, namely excess body weight, DM, physical activity, and coffee consumption. Further, we summarize several possible mechanisms of insulin resistance-associated carcinogenesis.

Risk factors related to insulin resistance and cancer

Excess body weight and cancer risk

In its second report, the World Cancer Research Fund/American Institute for Cancer Research (WCRF report 2007) assessed causal link between several factors and individual cancers using systematic reviews of epidemiological evidence, and also interpretations of relevant mechanisms and animal experimental data (WCRF/AICR 2007). This report states that excess body weight convincingly increases the risk of esophageal adenocarcinoma, colorectal cancer, pancreatic cancer, postmenopausal breast cancer, endometrial cancer, and kidney cancer. Further, it probably increases the risk of gallbladder cancer, and possibly increases the risk of liver cancer. The WCRF report also indicates that increased abdominal fatness, as assessed by waist circumference and/or waist–hip ratio, confers a convincing increase in the risk of colorectal cancer, as well as a probable increase in risk of pancreatic cancer, postmenopausal breast cancer, and endometrial cancer. As shown in Table 1, meta-analysis of a number of cohort studies from North America, Europe, Australia, and Asia-Pacific, with geometric mean follow-up periods from 8.4 years (breast cancer) to 14.4 years (multiple myeloma) (Renehan et al. 2008b), showed the magnitude of risk with a 5 kg/m² increase in body mass index (BMI) greater for esophageal adenocarcinoma (relative risk (RR) = 1.5); and cancers of thyroid (RR = 1.3), colon (RR = 1.2), kidney (RR = 1.2), and liver (RR = 1.2) in men; and for endometrial cancer...
Table 1  Summary results from recent meta-analyses of the association between factors related to insulin resistance and cancer risk

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cancer site</th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Women</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Excess body weight</td>
<td>Type 2 diabetes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(per 5 kg/m² increase of BMI)</td>
<td>(diabetes vs nondiabetes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SRR (95% CI)</td>
<td>SRR (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral pharynx</td>
<td>0.71 (0.60–0.85)</td>
<td>1.30 (1.12–1.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esophageal squamous cell carcinoma</td>
<td>1.52 (1.33–1.74)</td>
<td>1.51 (1.31–1.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stomach</td>
<td>0.97 (0.88–1.06)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colon</td>
<td>1.24 (1.20–1.28)</td>
<td>1.09 (1.05–1.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rectum</td>
<td>1.09 (1.06–1.12)</td>
<td>1.02 (1.00–1.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver</td>
<td>1.24 (0.95–1.62)</td>
<td>1.07 (1.00–1.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pancreas</td>
<td>1.07 (0.93–1.23)</td>
<td>1.12 (1.02–1.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung</td>
<td>0.76 (0.70–0.83)</td>
<td>0.80 (0.66–0.97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malignant melanoma</td>
<td>1.17 (1.05–1.30)</td>
<td>0.96 (0.92–1.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast</td>
<td>1.12 (1.08–1.16)</td>
<td>1.20 (1.12–1.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postmenopausal breast</td>
<td>0.92 (0.88–0.97)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endometrium</td>
<td>1.59 (1.50–1.68)</td>
<td>2.10 (1.75–2.53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ovary</td>
<td>1.03 (1.00–1.07)</td>
<td>1.07 (1.00–1.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prostate</td>
<td>1.03 (1.00–1.07)</td>
<td>0.84 (0.76–0.93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidney</td>
<td>1.24 (1.15–1.34)</td>
<td>1.34 (1.25–1.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thyroid</td>
<td>1.33 (1.04–1.70)</td>
<td>1.14 (1.06–1.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma</td>
<td>1.06 (1.03–1.09)</td>
<td>1.07 (1.00–1.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple myeloma</td>
<td>1.11 (1.05–1.18)</td>
<td>1.11 (1.07–1.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leukemia</td>
<td>1.08 (1.02–1.14)</td>
<td>1.17 (1.04–1.32)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Abbreviations: CC, case-control study; CH, cohort study; SRR, summary relative risk; 95%CI, 95% confidence interval.
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(RR = 1.6), gallbladder cancer (RR = 1.6), esophageal adenocarcinoma (RR = 1.5), and kidney cancer (RR = 1.3) in women. A statistically significant sex difference has been observed for the risk of colon cancer, for which the RR was 1.1 in women. In that study, the duration of follow-up or the mean age at baseline had little effect on the positive association between BMI and cancer, and populations in the Asia-Pacific regions showed a stronger association with breast cancer, independently of menopausal status. Since then, two pooled analyses of over one million Caucasian (Berrington de Gonzalez et al. 2010) and Asian subjects (Zheng et al. 2011) reported an increased risk of cancer mortality with increased BMI in both white and East Asian populations, but not in Indian or Bangladeshi populations. No good explanation for this difference has appeared, but it is suggested that the lack of association in these two populations may be partly due to confounding by socioeconomic status; namely, subjects with a high BMI in less developed countries are more likely to have a high socioeconomic status and thus better access to health care.

In the United States, the population attributable fraction of excess body weight (BMI ≥ 25 kg/m²) has been estimated at 4% of male and 14% of female total cancer deaths (Calle et al. 2003), and in Europe at 3% of male and 4% of female total cancer incidence in 2002, and 3 and 9% in 2008 respectively (Renehan et al. 2010). In comparison, Japanese estimates for 2005 indicate that excess body weight was responsible for <1% of male and 1–2% of female cancer incidence and mortality (Inoue et al. 2011).

**Type 2 DM and cancer risk**

Accumulating epidemiological evidence over decades supports a positive link between DM and site-specific cancers in different populations, which are unrelated to excess body weight. Recent systematic reviews and meta-analyses in both Western and Asian populations showed a strong positive association for DM and pancreatic cancer (RR = 1.8–1.9; Huxley et al. 2005, Ben et al. 2011), hepatocellular carcinoma (RR = 2.3; Wang et al. 2012), and endometrial cancer (RR = 2.1; Friberg et al. 2007), while weaker but nevertheless positive links were seen for kidney (RR = 1.4; Larsson & Wolk 2011), biliary tract (RR = 1.4; Ren et al. 2011), bladder (RR = 1.2; Larsson et al. 2006), colorectal (RR = 1.3; Deng et al. 2012), esophageal (RR = 1.3; Huang et al. 2012), and breast cancers (RR = 1.2; Larsson et al. 2007), and also non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (RR = 1.2; Mitri et al. 2008). By comparison, an inverse association was reported for prostate cancer (RR = 0.8; Kasper & Giovannucci 2006; Table 1). Links with other types of cancer, less common than those consistently associated with DM, have been unclear due to limited evidence and have yet to be elucidated.

**Possible mechanism for the link between excess body weight, DM, and cancer**

The mechanism by which excess body weight increases cancer risk is possibly explained by insulin and insulin-like growth factor (IGF), sex steroids, and adipokines, which are connected through insulin (Calle & Kaaks 2004, Renehan et al. 2008a). Their roles might differ among cancer types.

A chronic excess body weight condition increases production of free fatty acids, cytokines such as tumor necrosis factor-α and interleukin 6, and leptin from adipose tissue, while it decreases adiponectin production, which together lead to the development of insulin resistance and chronic hyperinsulinemia (Calle & Kaaks 2004, Gallagher & LeRoith 2010). Chronic hyperinsulinemia decreases IGF-binding protein 1 (IGFBP1) and IGFBP2 concentrations in blood and other local tissues, which results in an increase in bioavailable free IGF1. Circulating total IGF1, a major element of free IGF1, increases the risk of colorectal, prostate, and premenopausal breast cancers. The sex difference in colorectal cancer risk might be partly explained by the higher concentration of circulating total IGF1 in men than in women (Juul et al. 1994, Renehan et al. 2008b).

The increased risk for breast cancer in postmenopausal women might be accounted for by the increased conversion of precursors of androgens to estradiol (E2) via increased activity of aromatase enzyme in adipose tissue (Key & Verkasalo 1999). With regard to endometrial cancer, elevated E2 leads to an increase in endometrial cell proliferation and inhibition of apoptosis (Graham & Clarke 1997, Calle & Kaaks 2004), simultaneously it also stimulates local IGF1 synthesis in the endometrium (Murphy 1994). Moreover, chronic hyperinsulinemia might promote carcinogenesis in tissues which are sensitive to estrogen by reducing sex-hormone-binding globulin concentrations in blood, as well as by increasing bioavailable estrogen (Calle & Kaaks 2004). In men, adiposity and testosterone concentration are inversely associated (Derby et al. 2006), whereas in women, they have a positive association (Key et al. 2003). This difference might explain sex differences in the association between BMI and cancer risk.
Adipokines are mainly produced from adipose tissue. The most abundant adipokines are leptin and adiponectin, which are implicated as mediators of the effects of obesity on cancer development. Leptin is secreted from adipocytes and involved in appetite control and energy metabolism. Circulating levels of this factor are high in obese conditions. Epidemiological studies suggest an association between circulating leptin levels and cancer progression, with the strongest link for colon, prostate, and breast cancers (Hursting & Berger 2010). Adiponectin is produced by adipocytes and involved in the regulation of carbohydrate and lipid metabolism, and insulin sensitivity. In contrast to other adipokines, plasma levels of adiponectin are decreased in response to several metabolic impairments, including DM, dyslipidemia, and extreme obesity. Plasma concentration of adiponectin shows an inverse association with excess body weight (Renehan et al. 2006), and levels are substantially higher in women than in men. The antiangiogenic and anti-inflammatory activities of this agent may inhibit tumor growth (Barb et al. 2007).

While the association between DM and cancer differs among different cancer types, several mechanisms for the association have been hypothesized to date, such as the effect of hyperglycemia or insulin resistance and endogenous hyperinsulinemia (Giovannucci et al. 2010). In addition, excess body weight increases the risk of DM, which in the early stages is characterized by insulin resistance, followed by subsequent hyperinsulinemia (Tabak et al. 2009) before the development of hyperglycemia. Moreover, hyperinsulinemia may promote tumor cell growth directly via insulin receptors (Giovannucci et al. 2010). However, the association between DM and cancer may be partly due to shared risk factors between the two diseases, such as excess body weight, physical activity, smoking, and so on. Also, whether DM is associated with both cancer incidence and prognosis/mortality remains to be solved, and the answer may influence the screening and treatment strategies of both diseases.

**Protective factors associated with insulin resistance and cancer**

**Physical activity and cancer risk**

Substantial evidence supports an inverse association between physical activity and cancer risk at several sites, and physical activity is now regarded as an important cancer prevention target. The second WCRF/AICR report concluded that all types of physical activity (occupational, household, transport, and recreational) convincingly decrease the risk of colon cancer, and probably also reduce the risk of postmenopausal breast cancer and endometrial cancer, either in association with excess body weight or independent of it (WCRF/AICR 2007). Evidence for a decrease in risk for lung, pancreatic, and premenopausal breast cancers is limited. Meta-analysis has been limited due to difficulty in harmonizing the physical activity measures used by each study. In contrast, several recent meta-analyses reported inverse associations between physical activity and colon (RR = 0.8; Wolin et al. 2009), pancreas (RR = 0.7; O’Rorke et al. 2010), lung (RR = 0.7; Tardón et al. 2005), ovary (RR = 0.8; Olsen et al. 2007), and prostate cancers (RR = 0.9; Liu et al. 2011; Table 1). The recent systematic review with meta-analysis by Jeon et al. (2007) showed that regular physical activity of moderate intensity produced a substantial decrease in the risk of DM (RR = 0.7) independently of excessive body weight.

A variety of mechanisms have been put forward to explain the association of physical activity for these cancers, including changes in insulin and IGF or sex hormones, immune modulation, alterations in free radical generation, and changes in body weight. Direct effects on these cancers have also been proposed (Lee 2003, Westerlind 2003). Exercise increases insulin sensitivity and reduces fasting insulin and C-peptide levels (Regensteiner et al. 1991), thereby improving insulin resistance. Physical activity appears to lower the levels of biologically available sex hormones, which could lead to decreased risk of hormone-related cancers such as the breast, endometrium, ovary, and prostate. Physical activity also induces increases in antitumor immune defenses by increasing the number and activity of macrophages, lymphokine-activated killer cells, and their regulating cytokines. Strenuous exercise increases the production of free radicals, whereas chronic exercise improves free radical defenses by upregulating the activities of free scavenger enzymes and antioxidant levels. Physical activity prevents cancer development through a reduction in abdominal fat mass (Friedenreich & Orenstein 2002). Overall, there appears to be a wide variety of potential mechanisms, and it is unknown to what degree the pathway between physical activity and cancer is attributable to insulin resistance. Also, even though physical activity has benefit in reducing the risk of cancer, an optimal level of physical activity to prevent or promote cancer remains to be elucidated. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to suggest that moderate but not strenuous physical activity potentially reduces the risk of cancer by improving insulin resistance.
Coffee consumption and cancer risk

The second WCRF/AICR report in 2007 (WCRF/AICR 2007) reviewed the association between coffee and risk for pancreatic and kidney cancers. While the effect of coffee on cancer risk remains controversial, many epidemiological studies have reported a strong protective effect in hepatocellular carcinoma and endometrial cancer (Arab 2010). A meta-analysis supported the association between coffee consumption and risk reduction in liver (RR = 0.54; Bravi et al. 2007) and endometrial cancers (RR = 0.71; Je & Giovannucci 2011; Table 1), while a borderline protective effect was also shown for colon cancer. This effect was stronger in women (RR = 0.79) than in men (RR = 1.00), particularly in Japanese populations (RR = 0.62), although a plausible explanation for this sex difference deserves further investigation (Je et al. 2009). A recently large-scale prospective study in the US reported a null association for total cancer mortality (Freedman et al. 2012), which suggests that the effect of coffee varies by cancer site, likely depending on whether it is associated with insulin resistance or not.

The favorable effects of coffee intake on carcinogenesis are suggested to result from three predominant constituents, namely chlorogenic acid, caffeine, and diterpenes. Chlorogenic acid, a potent antioxidant and inhibitor of glucose-6-phosphate translocase in the liver, reduces gluconeogenesis and inflammation in the liver and the glucose absorption in the gut, which leads to an improvement in insulin resistance by elevating insulin sensitivity (Tunnicliffe & Shearer 2008). This effect may not be in conflict with the finding that higher coffee intake is related to lower postload glucose concentrations, rather than to fasting concentrations (van Dam et al. 2004, Yamaji et al. 2004). Like chlorogenic and caffeic acid, coffee diterpenes in coffee oil, such as cafestol and kahweol, might also decrease mutagenesis, tumorigenesis, and the genotoxicity of carcinogens, and also decrease DNA adduct formation.

Recent studies provide evidence that coffee has a protective effect against DM (van Dam & Hu 2005) and various cancers. Acute caffeine ingestion decreases glucose disposal (Greer et al. 2001, Keijzers et al. 2002, Lee et al. 2005). Meanwhile, US studies show that decaffeinated coffee decreases the risk of DM, and a cross-sectional analysis showed that coffee had a stronger inverse association with hyperglycemia than caffeine (Isogawa et al. 2003). Coffee constituents other than caffeine might thus also have favorable effects on DM. Perhaps, importantly, coffee is also rich in magnesium, which has known to improve insulin sensitivity and insulin secretion (Larsson & Wolk 2007).

This large body of evidence, along with biological plausibility, indicates that coffee consumption has a protective effect against insulin resistance, and may decrease the risk of colon, liver, pancreatic and endometrial cancers associated with DM.

Conclusion

A substantial body of epidemiological evidence leaves little doubt that insulin resistance is an important factor in the development of cancer at various sites, including colon, liver, pancreas, and endometrium. The factors covered in this review – excess body weight, DM, physical activity, and coffee consumption – play a role in the carcinogenic process through their association with insulin resistance. Interventions based around these factors should accordingly help decrease the risk of insulin resistance-associated cancer.
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